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A basketball coach visiting Bailey Elementary is short and has a treasure. Could he be a

leprechaun?
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Something very weird is going on at Bailey Elementary School. It's plenty weird enough when you

think your teacher is a vampire from the Transylvanian mountains, but what are you supposed to do

when your substitute gym teacher seems to be a leprechaun??Eddie, Melody and the gang are

back in this, the 4th installment of the Bailey School Kids series, and as per usual, they're up to their

old tricks... Especially Eddie.Mr. O'Grady is from Ireland, and is perhaps the shortest, most wrinkled

man in the world. But boy, can he dance a jig and play basketball!! Why, it's almost magical the way

he moves so fast and gets that ball through that hoop so easily! And what's with that bag of jewels

he's always carrying with him?? Strange things seem to happen when he touches them...The Bailey

School Kids series has by now established itself as fun, fast-paced series where unusual things

happen to the third grade gang. The most fun for young readers will be that nothing is explicitly

spelled out for the reader: Mr. O'Grady COULD be a real live leprechaun (and their teacher COULD

be a real vampire), or he could not be. A good deal of the evidence points to "yes!" but not enough



to be100% sure (although, by the 4th book, if you've read them in order, you're starting to get a

sinking feeling that there ARE mythical/supernatural creatures visiting the school).This book is less

creepy or scary than the first two have been, and is much more light-hearted and fun. Therefore, it's

a good choice for beginning readers who are easily spooked. It's a fast-paced read as well, which

will snag the interest of even reluctant readers.

We love this series! I have a 5 y/o boy and a 7 y/o girl and they both love all of these books. When

we discovered this one right before St Patrick's Day we loved it even more! Some of the books use

characters from other books in the series so the kids are learning to follow chapters and characters

from the past. The price is great too!

This book is about a strage new Irish gym teacher for the Baily School kids. The problem is that he

is a leprechaun who wants to steal something from Miss Jeeper. Can he get it? Other kids my age

would like this book because it is fun and exciting. My favorite part was when the kids found out that

the gym teacher was a leprechaun.

This is a really good Bailey School Kids story. The fact that the leprechaun can do more basketball

tricks than all the other kids is hilarious. Overall it was good. But please be aware that when you

read this story it triggers your mind into thinking leprechauns are real but they really aren't. If that

happens to you my suggestion is to read one chapter of the story each day then you won't think that

leprechauns are real.

Yea the guy's short, but do you think it is more important to focus on that or that he is trying to steal

the gem around Mrs. Jeepers neck. It's your opinion, but just think about it. I gave it 5 stars because

it was fun to read and, hey what if there are leperchauns teaching B-Ball! :)

this book is rather funny because there coach magic ''o'' grady is a leprechaun.Eddie is going to

prove them wrong. My favorite chapter was Master trickstar because the bailey kids find out that

magic ''o'' grady is a leprechaun.

ISBN 0590448226 - I really, really wanted to like this book, if only because the BSK series is

popular with kids and anything that makes them want to read has to be worth looking into.

Unfortunately, it's not that good.It's St Patrick's Day in Bailey City and Eddie is enjoying pinching



everyone not wearing green. He also enjoys tripping people and otherwise getting up to mischief,

even in Mrs. Jeepers' class. Mrs. Jeeper is from Transylvania and if that doesn't make her unusual

enough, she's got a burning, irrational-seeming hatred of leprechauns. When time for gym class

rolls around, the kids meet a visitor from Ireland, Mr. O'Grady, who's going to teach them Irish

dances. The kids quickly become suspicious of the little man, certain he's a leprechaun. Of course,

they're also certain that Mrs. Jeepers is a vampire, so they must just be crazy... right? Wrong!The

story is fun and lighthearted, despite the looming possibility of a leprechaun-vampire war in the

hallway. The book, however, is really too short to be more than slightly amusing. By the time the tale

picks up, it's already heading into the big finale which was itself a bit of a letdown. I give it three

stars, consider it average, but end with a high note: I'll be reading more BSK books whenever they

come my way - they're not bad, it's just this one isn't all that great. RL3, ages 7-10.-
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